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By ST AFF REPORT S

Private aviation firm NetJets and yacht company Northrop & Johnson are joining forces to provide perks and
expanded travel booking opportunities to each other's clients.

Through the alliance, consumers will be able to charter a private jet or a yacht through the partners. Private jet
companies have been aligning with travel providers in other categories, aiming to offer an extended array of
options.

"Northrop & Johnson values the luxury travel experience with the same vigor as NetJets does, offering exceptional,
industry-leading service at every turn," said Pat Gallagher, president, sales and marketing of NetJets, in a statement.
"This partnership showcases the NetJets advantage: bringing owners unmatched access to what they're most
passionate about."

Travel tie-up
Northrop & Johnson is a yacht broker and marketing agency that also operates its own charter service. Meanwhile,
Berkshire Hathaway-owned NetJets specializes in private jet charters.

With the two companies working together, they aim to be able to provide seamless itineraries that stretch between air
and sea travel.

As a perk to consumers who use both companies, those who buy a NetJets membership through Northrop & Johnson
will get exclusive benefits on travel services.
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NetJets offers fractional private jet ownership. Image credit: NetJets

"Our strategic partnerships cater to some of the world's most distinguished travelers, and NetJets' unwavering focus
on safety and service makes them an ideal private aviation partner," said Daniel Ziriakus, chief operating officer of
Northrop & Johnson, in a statement. "We look forward to broadening luxury travel options for our yachting
enthusiasts and extending the same extraordinary experiences to NetJets owners."

NetJets will participate alongside Northrop & Johnson at the Monaco Yacht Show from Sept. 25 to 28. NetJets
members will be able to take part in private tours and cocktail parties during the show as part of the crossover
benefits.

This partnership builds on both companies' existing alliances.

Northrop & Johnson has relationships with Fred Leighton, Corcoran and Northern Trust, among others.

Along with its yacht partnership with Northrop & Johnson, NetJets similarly works Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts
on packages that offer greater bespoke travel.

In 2018, the partners launched three new packages for customers to personalize their travel plans in made-to-order
style. Anguilla, Orlando and the Bahamas are a few of the destinations guests can visit via private air through NetJets
with Four Seasons-style service (see story).
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